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What I hope to cover: 



What we think we know about 

recovery from mental illness 



But there also is a new sense of 

recovery in mental illness 

 

 

 This is fundamentally a legal and civil rights issue, 

not a clinical one. 



A Source of Some Confusion 

 



What is recovery in mental illness  

and how can it be promoted? 



Implications for the Person 



Implications continued: 



Being ‘in recovery’ involves 

 



But first … 



Example of voices 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 



Cognitive Intrusions       

and Disruptions 



Loss of self 

 



Disruption of 

agency/intentionality 

 



And then, on top of that, 



  

 

then 



Figure 1: Life inside Schizophrenia 



Back to the basic tasks 
 



Making sense of 

experiences 

 



Reclaiming agency 

 



 

 



Regaining control 

 

 



Belonging and 

acceptance 



hope and determination 

 



Reciprocity and “giving back” 

 

 



Taking risks to reconstruct a life 



Being involved in meaningful activities 

 



Having successes and pleasure 

 



Personal recovery 



Sense of  agency 

Life before illness 

Demoralization 

and despair 

Sense of  

belonging 

and hope 

 

Successes and 

pleasure 

Enhanced sense of  

agency and belonging 

Increased 

community involvement 

 

Figure 2: Some Paths to Life Outside of Psychosis 



 



conclusion 

 



preview 

 



Where we start 



How does this change 

clinical practice? 

 

 



Current Practices 

 

 



Re-Introducing the Person 

to Herself 



Separate person from 

effects of illness 



How do you help a person 

‘relearn’ to be a person? 



And then …  



Attention to micro-decisions 

and micro-actions 

 

 



Establishing a self 

outside of the illness 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     I MUST BE 

     I AM NOBODY          SOME   BODY      

                     

     

 PERSON STUCK           

   PERSON MOVING 

  Inside of the             Outside of the   

      Illness               Illness          

  

     SOCIAL ISOLATION             ACCEPTANCE & 

    & DESPAIR                   BELONGING 

 



Guiding Principles 

 

 



2. Ensure the person’s safety and other basic 

needs are being addressed . offer him or her hope 

that things can get better. 

 



3. Strive to reach, access, identify, and promote 

the person’s sense of self. 

 



 



4. Elicit and reinforce the person’s passions, 

interests, and strengths. Help the person to 

rediscover who he or she is and can be. 

 

Pinel, 1801  
 



The Limits of “Insight” 



Guiding question 

 



5. Involve the person in everything you do for him or her, 

including explaining decisions, actions, etc. and their 

basis. Do psychotherapy with, not to, the person.  

 



6. Be patient 

 



“You can do it. We can help.” 



Is this cure? No. 

 



 But does it matter? Yes. 

 



In the end …  


